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Ch.1 (Part 1): Ch.1 (Part 1): 
The Foundations: Logic and Proof, The Foundations: Logic and Proof, 
Sets, and FunctionsSets, and Functions

IntroductionIntroduction

Logic (Section 1.1)Logic (Section 1.1)

IntroductionIntroduction

Formal Languages (computer languages)Formal Languages (computer languages)
Compiler DesignCompiler Design
Data StructuresData Structures
ComputabilityComputability
Automata TheoryAutomata Theory
Algorithm DesignAlgorithm Design
Relational Database TheoryRelational Database Theory
Complexity Theory (counting)Complexity Theory (counting)
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Example (counting):Example (counting):
The Traveling Salesman ProblemThe Traveling Salesman Problem

Important inImportant in
•• circuit designcircuit design
•• many other CS problemsmany other CS problems

____________________________________________
Given:Given:

•• n cities cn cities c11, c, c22, . . . ,, . . . , ccnn

•• distance between city i and j,distance between city i and j, ddijij

Find the shortest tour.Find the shortest tour.

Assume a very fast PC:Assume a very fast PC:
1 flop = 1 nanosecond1 flop = 1 nanosecond

= 10= 10--99 sec.sec.
= 1,000,000,000 ops/sec= 1,000,000,000 ops/sec
= 1 GHz.= 1 GHz.

A tour requires nA tour requires n--1 additions. How many different tours?1 additions. How many different tours?
Choose the first city n ways,Choose the first city n ways,
the second city nthe second city n--1 ways,1 ways,
the third city nthe third city n--2 ways,2 ways,
etc.etc.

# tours = n (n# tours = n (n--1) (n1) (n--2) . . . .(2) (1) = n! (2) . . . .(2) (1) = n! (CombinationsCombinations))
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Total number of additionsTotal number of additions = n(n= n(n--1)! (1)! (Rule of ProductRule of Product))

If n=8, T(n) = 8If n=8, T(n) = 8••7! = 40,320 flops < 1/3 second.7! = 40,320 flops < 1/3 second.

HOWEVER . . . . . . . . . . . . .HOWEVER . . . . . . . . . . . . .

If n=50, T(n) = 50If n=50, T(n) = 50••49!49!
= 3.04 10= 3.04 106464

= 3.04 10= 3.04 105555 secondsseconds
= 5.0 10= 5.0 105353 minutesminutes
= 8.0 10= 8.0 105151 hourshours
= 3.0 10= 3.0 105050 daysdays
= 4.0 10= 4.0 1049 49 weeksweeks
= 7.0 10= 7.0 104747 years.years.

...a long time. You...a long time. You’’ll be an old person (dead) before itll be an old person (dead) before it’’s finished!s finished!

There are some problems for which we do There are some problems for which we do notnot know if efficient algorithms know if efficient algorithms 
exist to solve them!exist to solve them!

Section 1.1: LogicSection 1.1: Logic
propositionproposition : true = T (or 1) or false = F (or 0) : true = T (or 1) or false = F (or 0) 

(binary logic)(binary logic)

•‘•‘the moon is made of green cheesethe moon is made of green cheese’’
•‘•‘ go to town!go to town!’’ X X -- imperativeimperative
•‘•‘What time is it?What time is it?’’ X X –– interrogativeinterrogative

propositionalpropositional variables: P, Q, R, S, . . .variables: P, Q, R, S, . . .

New Propositions from old: calculus of propositions New Propositions from old: calculus of propositions --
relate new propositions to old using TRUTH TABLESrelate new propositions to old using TRUTH TABLES
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Logical operators: unary, binaryLogical operators: unary, binary

Unary: Unary: 
NegationNegation

BinaryBinary
ConjunctionConjunction
DisjunctionDisjunction
Exclusive ORExclusive OR
ImplicationImplication
BiconditionalBiconditional

UnaryUnary

NegationNegation

‘‘notnot’’
Symbol: Symbol: ¬¬

Example:   P: I am going to townExample:   P: I am going to town
¬¬ P: I am not going to town;P: I am not going to town;

It is not the case that I am going to towIt is not the case that I am going to town;n;
I I ainain’’t goint goin’’..

T(1)T(1)
F(0)F(0)

F(0)F(0)
T(1)T(1)

¬¬ PPPP

Truth Table
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BinaryBinary

Conjunction: Conjunction: ‘‘andand’’
Symbol: Symbol: ∧∧

Example: P Example: P -- ‘‘I am going to townI am going to town’’
Q Q -- ‘‘It is going to rainIt is going to rain’’

P P ∧∧ Q: Q: ‘‘I am going to town and it is going to rain.I am going to town and it is going to rain.’’

Note: Note: BothBoth P and Q must be true!!!!!P and Q must be true!!!!!

00
00
00
11

00
11
00
11

00
00
11
11

P P ∧∧ QQQQPP

Truth Table

BinaryBinary

Disjunction: Disjunction: inclusive inclusive ‘‘oror’’
Symbol: Symbol: ∨∨

Example: P Example: P -- ‘‘I am going to townI am going to town’’
Q Q -- ‘‘It is going to rainIt is going to rain’’

P P ∨∨ Q: Q: ‘‘I am going to town or I am going to town or 
it is going to rain.it is going to rain.’’

Note: Only one of P and Q must be true.Note: Only one of P and Q must be true.
Hence, the Hence, the inclusiveinclusive nature.nature.

00
11
11
11

00
11
00
11

00
00
11
11

P P ∨ QQQPP

Truth Table:
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BinaryBinary

Exclusive OR: Symbol Exclusive OR: Symbol ⊕⊕

Example:Example:
P P -- ‘‘I am going to townI am going to town’’
Q Q -- ‘‘It is going to rainIt is going to rain’’

P P ⊕⊕ Q: Q: ‘‘Either I am going to town or it is going to rain.Either I am going to town or it is going to rain.’’

Note: Only one of P and Q must be true.Note: Only one of P and Q must be true.

00
11
11
00

00
11
00
11

00
00
11
11

P P ⊕⊕ QQQQPP

Truth Table

BinaryBinary

Implication: Implication: ‘‘If...then...If...then...’’
Symbol: Symbol: 

Example:Example:
P P -- ‘‘I am going to townI am going to town’’
Q Q -- ‘‘It is going to rainIt is going to rain’’

P P Q: Q: ‘‘If I am going to town then it is going to rain.If I am going to town then it is going to rain.’’

11
11
00
11

00
11
00
11

00
00
11
11

P P QQQQPP

Truth Table
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Implication (cont.)Implication (cont.)

Equivalent forms:Equivalent forms:
If P, then QIf P, then Q
P implies QP implies Q
If P, QIf P, Q
P only if QP only if Q
P is a sufficient condition for QP is a sufficient condition for Q
Q if PQ if P
Q whenever PQ whenever P
Q is a necessary condition for PQ is a necessary condition for P

Note: The implication is false Note: The implication is false only when P is true and Q is falseonly when P is true and Q is false!!

There is no causality implied here!There is no causality implied here!

‘‘If the moon is made of green cheese then I have more If the moon is made of green cheese then I have more 
money than Bill Gatesmoney than Bill Gates’’ (T)(T)

‘‘If the moon is made of green cheese then IIf the moon is made of green cheese then I’’m on welfarem on welfare’’ (T)(T)

‘‘If 1+1=3 then your grandma wears combat bootsIf 1+1=3 then your grandma wears combat boots’’ (T)(T)

‘‘If IIf I’’m wealthy then the moon is not made of green m wealthy then the moon is not made of green 
cheese.cheese.’’ (T)(T)

‘‘If IIf I’’m not wealthy then the moon is not made of greenm not wealthy then the moon is not made of green
cheese.cheese.’’ (T)(T)
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Terminology:Terminology:

P = premise, hypothesis, antecedentP = premise, hypothesis, antecedent
Q = conclusion, consequenceQ = conclusion, consequence

More terminology:More terminology:

Q Q P is the CONVERSE of P P is the CONVERSE of P QQ

¬¬ Q Q ¬¬ P is the CONTRAPOSITIVE of P P is the CONTRAPOSITIVE of P QQ

Example:Example:

Find the converse andFind the converse and contrapositivecontrapositive of the of the 
following statement:following statement:

R: R: ‘‘Raining tomorrow is a sufficient condition for Raining tomorrow is a sufficient condition for 
my not going to town.my not going to town.’’
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Step 1: AssignStep 1: Assign propositionalpropositional variables to component propositionsvariables to component propositions
P: It will rain tomorrowP: It will rain tomorrow
Q: I will not go to townQ: I will not go to town

Step 2: Symbolize the assertionStep 2: Symbolize the assertion
R: PR: P QQ

Step 3: Symbolize the converseStep 3: Symbolize the converse
QQ PP

Step 4: Convert the symbols back into wordsStep 4: Convert the symbols back into words
‘‘If I donIf I don’’t go to town then it will rain tomorrowt go to town then it will rain tomorrow’’

oror
‘‘Raining tomorrow is a necessary condition for my not going to toRaining tomorrow is a necessary condition for my not going to town.wn.’’

oror
‘‘My not going to town is a sufficient condition for it raining toMy not going to town is a sufficient condition for it raining tomorrow.morrow.’’

BinaryBinary

BiconditionalBiconditional: : ‘‘if and only ifif and only if’’, , ‘‘iffiff’’
Symbol: Symbol: ↔↔

Example: P Example: P -- ‘‘I am going to townI am going to town’’, Q , Q -- ‘‘It is going to rainIt is going to rain’’

P P ↔↔ Q: Q: ‘‘I am going to town if and only if it is going toI am going to town if and only if it is going to
rain.rain.’’

Note: Both P and Q must have the Note: Both P and Q must have the samesame truth value.truth value.

Imprecision of the natural language:Imprecision of the natural language:
‘‘If you finish your meal then you can have dessertIf you finish your meal then you can have dessert’’

11
00
00
11

00
11
00
11

00
00
11
11

P P ↔↔ QQQQPP

Truth Table
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Breaking assertions into component propositions Breaking assertions into component propositions -- look look 
for the logical operators!for the logical operators!

Example:Example:‘‘If I go to HarryIf I go to Harry’’s or go to the country I will s or go to the country I will 
not go shopping.not go shopping.’’

P: I go to HarryP: I go to Harry’’ss
Q: I go to the countryQ: I go to the country
R: I will go shoppingR: I will go shopping

If......P......or.....Q.....then....not..If......P......or.....Q.....then....not..……RR

(P V Q)(P V Q) ¬¬ RR

Constructing a truth table:Constructing a truth table:

-- one column for eachone column for each propositionalpropositional variablevariable
-- one for the compound propositionone for the compound proposition
-- count in binarycount in binary
-- nn propositionalpropositional variables = 2variables = 2nn rowsrows

You may find it easier to include columns for You may find it easier to include columns for 
propositions which themselves are component propositions which themselves are component 
propositions.propositions.
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11
11
11
00
11
00
11
00

00
11
00
11
00
11
00
11

00
00
11
11
00
00
11
11

00
00
00
00
11
11
11
11

(P V Q)(P V Q) ¬¬ RRRRQQPP

Truth Table
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